KOEDIA offers an innovative ready-to-go package solution both in production and distribution. Designed to streamline processes, our solution turns what was an old fashioned method into a profitable and easy-scalable activity. The system is composed of stand-alone blocks to give you exactly what you need.

On one hand, more than 150 dynamic connectivities help to avoid complex data loading and hence, considerably reduce the TTP (time to produce). On the other hand, packages are available on a brand-new website based on the best B2C practices commonly used in package distribution.

**THINGS TO REMEMBER...**

- Use the technology in stand-alone or combine it with our merchant partners
- Our capacity to build a customized system
- Get access dynamically and in real-time to your suppliers stocks and prices
- Get the best time-to-market solution
SEVERAL MODULES

SELL NEGOCIATED CONTRACTS IN DIRECT OR CHOOSE AMONGST A WIDE LIST OF ACTIVITIES AND HOTELS SELLERS

+ 100 hotels and activities suppliers

FETCH CONTENT FROM OUR MULTIPLE FLIGHT SOURCES (MERCHANTS, AGGREGATORS, NDC, GDS)

DECIDE ON YOUR SYSTEMS INTEGRATION LEVEL FROM TUNNEL SALES TO FULL WEBSITE
From the search page to the booking, decide where KOEDIA starts and where we end. Our website also includes a payment gateway, PCI compliant.

SET UP AND MANAGE SALES AND POST-SALES OPERATIONS
The solution comes with a package creating tool and also after-sales monitoring operations. Thus, you can create your package, edit, cancel, send your vouchers, make refunds, generate customer invoices, get details of the quote and prices by services, all within the same interface.

FOCUS ON YOUR MARKETING APPROACH TO HIGHLIGHT YOUR PACKAGE
KOEDIA provides you an optimized CMS tool to enrich your description content and highlight your offers.
FROM TRAVEL DESIGN TO SALES IN LESS TIME THAN EVER BEFORE

CREATE YOUR PACKAGE, EDIT YOUR MARKETING CONTENT AND MANAGE YOUR POST-SALES OPERATIONS

PACKAGE ADMIN

CUSTOMER WEBSITE B2C

PACKAGE API

REAL TIME ACCESS TO SUPPLIERS

PROVIDERS

INSURANCES

HOTELS

ACTIVITIES

FLIGHTS

FIND HOTELS, ACTIVITIES, FLIGHTS TO DESIGN YOUR PACKAGE

OPTIONNAL
**KEY FEATURES**

**CREATE** unlimited combination and define each of your services status (required or option-

**DESIGN** new formulas within your existing packages.

**COMPARE** in real time your suppliers rates to generate the best sales prices.

**MANAGE**, edit, or cancel any of your bookings operation.

**DEFINE** new process to streamline your account management (payments, refunds, invoices...).
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More information www.koedia.com